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1. Identification data

1.1. Building data

Name of the building:
Community centre – Vodňany

Place of the building:
Zeyerovy sady 963, 389 01 Vodňany, Czech Republic
plots st.1678, 132, st.358, st.1021, 3132, 1762, 689, 3123, 1855/9, st.784/1, 130/3, 130/4, 130/1, 1929

cadastral community Vodňany [784281]

Subject of project documentation:
The subject of the project documentation is the new building of the community centre including the connection to the technical infrastructure.

1.1.1. Data about the developer
ARCHCON atelier, s. r. o.

Národní obrany 826/31

160 00 Praha 6 – Bubeneč

IČ: 28586204

1.1.2. Data about the designer
Bc. Tadeáš Petřík

Dlouhá 971, 330 23 Nýřany

2. Building divisions and technical and technological equipment

The building is not divided into individual divisions.
3. **List of references**
   - ARCHCON Architectural study KD Vodňany [online]
     ARCHCON atelier s.r.o., [cit. 2023-01-08], [https://www.archcon.cz/projekt/kd-vodnany/]
   - remaining references listed in the main part of the thesis and in the relevant subdivisions

4. **List of used standards, laws and decrees**
   - used standards, laws and decrees listed in the main part of the thesis and in the relevant subdivisions
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